To the St. Johns Initiation 2018
From Surrounding-Consciousness
to the according with the „Spirit-Association“ and the “HistoricConsciousness

Uriel-Impression and the „spirit-association“ of angels and elementarybeings at St. Johns

The St.Johns-Time
The pre-sounding of St. John starts in the last two mayweeks when beings and forces gather in the
landscapes and in the sky.
In the first two juneweeks the beings, specially the elementarybeing are in an extraordinary state: they
open into an interest to the horicontal surrounding. „A godsbeing is feeling us now“ is said in
thSoulcalendar 12, and at the highpoint of this soulful and joyful openess, at the evening of 12th June
we can easily melt together with the elementarybeingsouls.
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2nd Juneweek

In the last both juneweeks the beings are changing: all turn to a silence of listening upwrards to the
macrocosmic presence behind the skydome, deep into the blue. We can follow the outbreathing into
the macrocosmos to experience the migyt choir oft he higher hierachy angels there, which is getting a
face in the saturnic summer-archangel Uriel, who ist interweaving the godly wordswords from behind
the macrocosmos while looking out of that mighty sky. Like in a „worldsflight“ (Soulcalendar) we
„follow the earthsoul into the stars-wideness, for to read from the stars, which spiritual happenings,
which spiritual facts are connected with the earth.“ ( GA 226, Oslo 21. Mai 1923, S. 103)

3rd Juneweek
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In the first two juneweeks we stay into the more horicontal flowing astralbodys oft he second hieracy
of angels. In the last juneweek we stay more and more in the silent dome-high astralbodys of the
highest first hierachy of angels. All in all the open St. John sky is like an eye bowed to see the cosmos
behind and let in the cosmic worldword from above. We and all earthly are never more „outside“ then
in this time.
In the „Soulcalendar“ becomes clearer how earthly identitys can find themselves now „in the
World- I“ (Speech 11) and in „in Worlds-Light and World-Warmth“ (Speech 12). There are speaking
newborn „Worlds-Germ-Words“ (Speech 18) that give with this „Summer-Sun-Gift“ (Speech 27)
something new into our world.

4th Juneweek

So this is a time in which we can prove the most the newest consciousness abbilitys of man – so the
„Surrounding or circumcircle Consciousness“ and more and more the abbility of man to cowork with
the spiritual worlds and it’s beings.
We can never be more into the „outside“ as in the St. Johns-Days. We can feel how the
elementarybeings are celebrating the coming of St. Johns, how they are feefed in this time and how
satisfied the „rework“ and „reflect“ on the gifts in a nearly „relaxt“ attitude in July. The actual gifts
should not only be „heard“ by elementarybeing, - „man may haer it“ – for the social- and cultural
evolution on earth – towards the aim of making the earth to a planet of love.
After the coretime of St.Johns, where we can gather – as example on inspirationawalks - the new
spiritual expressions oft he cosmos, we should rework and step by step understand and integrate the
renewig „Worlds-Germ-Words“ and new „Summer-Sun-Gifts“ into us and our social- and natural
realms.
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1st Julyweek

To St. Johns in the Nature- and Elementarworld
In the soulobserving of Yearseasons in nature to St. Johns can be noticed:
„If the Soulview is going deeper into the sky and behind the skyvault, it can lay down into our
Soulinside a mighty-longing-wise remembering of our own destination.
This applies not only for Man, but also for the Groupsouls of the Plants, Animals and Minerals, who
always stay like monumental personalitys in the Naturekingdoms.
Specially in the evening is also possible a „Coming back to yourself” – also for plants.
Its happening with the strongest View out of the Archetypeperspektive to the secularistic Beings: A
getting fullfilled with Selfbeing and Selffruit, that want to connect us among all Earthbeings and
inscribing us into the homelike Earthexistence.
Do we touch downwards here into the Skylight in front of the Skydome, we can come to the experience
of a fine higher „cosmic intelligence” – like in a linear weaving . In a moving activity it radiates a
definitive mythical „being ment” into the earthly Souls (as Rudolf Steiner formulated in his „Johanni
Imagination”): „There are Hearts seen, there are failures judged, there are Substances compacted!”
Also a „Return” out of the remembered Pasttreasure is connected with this. Deep in this it gets
grabable the Futurebreeze of the developement of Mansoul, Mankind and Earthhappening.“
(Part of the „Yearcircle-Texts for the 4th Junequarter)
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St. Johns can become an initiation into the Circumcircle-Consciousness, so that highest Spirit can
speak through the time- and spacesurrounding – and let us find (again) the actual true directions as
man, as group or as organisation.
Steps to a „Surrounding-Consciousness“
We learned long times to activate our human consciousness inside. We learned to understand with
empathy more from the inside from another man that is speaking to us. In the 20thcentury was
awakeing a consciousnes for the „between“– the space in which Christ can be „in the middle among
us“ and where futurous new groupspirits can be with us by free individuality.
Joseph Beuys was pointing to this substance between an spoke from „the Social Warmth Sculpture“.
But we are still explorers in these worlds. And sure it will lead us to the term of „being“ or „persona“,
because we find consciousness in the spirit among us. As long as it is not cleared the truth of the
being-existence we are stepping only in a foggy consciousness. Terms of „fields“ or „energys“ are not
hitting the reality of the spirit, that is coming near to us always in a personal being-form.
But even if we are in a pioneer state for the „Between-Consciousness“ we are already also in the
beginning of an awareness for the „speaking of the surrounding“.
Known from experience (1) it is appearing a presence of being in the surrounding – not among us
anymore - if we are in a very meaningful groupprocess, such meaningful that our doing has a meaning
for the Timespirit. We can learn to go over into this sphere innerly to look back on our developements
in that groupwork in a higher form. This as example means – so Otto Scharmer in his groundbreaking
book „Theory U“(2) – to „ listen from out of circumcircle where the future is appearing“.
Towards a Comunication with our Higher Self and the Hierachys
Out in the surrounding of nature and the cosmic background of the yearseasons we can meet the
surrounding, like following the steps of the monades of hierachic angels.
The 3rd Hierachy of Angeloi, Archangeloi and Archai are strong connected with our souls. They work
in our souls at night, but we can feel them also at day:
- The Angeloi in our thinkingforces that connect in imaginative force-perception in the surrounding;
- The Archangeloi in our out-streaming and in-streaming empathic feeling-interaction with the
surrounding in inspirative perecption;
- The Archai in somekind of a forseeing deep world-home-connection with our historic time, which is
connected with our individual path inside of this specific historic (and year-season-) time.
We can feel the Christconnection through the wideness-radiation of our spacedirections – and with
this the eternal „greetings oft he gods“, through the 2nd Hierchy oft he Exusiai, Dynameis and
Kyriotetes. All this needs to come in inspirative perception tot he intentional rays out of there cosmic
realm, which are like radiations of intentions of a permanent rolling on with the developement of
earth, man and all beings.
The highest Hierachy is graspable through Intuition – in a state of being the cosmos which creates the
earthly developement. We stay „like in gods“ in this state in the huge mightyful Archetyp-Kathedrals
of existance around us – created out of godslove and gods-doing.
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In this way we can come to holy directions, decisions and sacrifieces – like streaming with our higherselves-consciousness out of the circumcircle.
The big doors to heaven in our yearcircle-celebration, opened to an actual spiritual call, are waiting –
also now to Johanni 2015 with special help of great star-constellations.

The work with the spirit-association
Already Rudolf Steiner spoke about the cowork with Angels, Archangel and archai in the threefoldes
social organism, They want to become somekind of „equal“ with us by this (see in GA 190,
23.03.1919). He spoke also concrete of this cowork, when he told the group of the first
Waldorfteachers how angels help the workinggroup to have imagination, Achangels help to have
inspirations and Archai give courage then und help to have intuitons (see in the german book: “Innere
Aspekte der Konferenzgestaltung“, Hrsg. Hartwig Schiller).
Ita Wegman spoke – in connection tot he „Michaelschool“ from a needed togetherness with the
„Spirit-Association“ , german: „Geistverein“ (see Johannes Kierschs book, „In okkulter
Gefangenschaft?“, Frankfurt 2015). I seems, we come into a time now with our etheric natural or
schooled claivoyance, where we can work more consciously with the spirit-assoiations above and
around us. It’s the being-choir connected with us and our destiny, the beingchoir of our group or
organisation and the being-choit of our place, our naur-surrounding.
We can connect with it in an aware and resonseable attitude evry morning and evening, in prayer,
meditation or a special ritual, maybe made from a group for their community or project. For a farmer it
seems very natural to work with the farm organism like that. Steiner spoke about „the angelchoirs
above farms and our spiritual connections to them. Andi t seems that this connecting brings alot
sharpening of our „tools“ for to build a farm-individuality (from which Steiner spoke in the
agriculture-course). Ulfert Bewig-Glashoff, our yearcirclefriend from the Vorberghof near Wuppertal,
who gave us such workstyle as a legacy, teached us such doing in the beginning June 2016 , two days
before his suddenly death. Bu we can work in such ways also with social organism, if our group or our
project, we can build it to an individuality through connecting intim with the being-choir around it.
This seem a social pneumatism.
Rudolf Steiner called already 1919 for understanding the social not only as an organism but a
psychism and a pneumatism . .And to work like in a spiritual breathing and a social warmthsculpturing (J. Beuys) – with methods of a spiritual organisation-developement (3) – will build further
or later intim social organisations (Steiners asking for social organim created out of soul-familiarity
between persons) and spiritual living outwardly organisations .

When relations become wide landscapes and Widar steps beneath our side
Throughwards the deeper perception- and sensingprocesses and the experiences of dimensions of
spiritual beings and carma in such responseable gatherings of spirit-associations we can experience
relations more and more in an unknown wideness. Even if this relations between man , in groups and
nevertheless between man and spiritual beings are very intim, it can appear a dimension of a timeless
landscape with many precious contens in the relation-experience.
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When we come to good habits in our social shaping with our natural or schooled ether-clairvoyance,
the time has come that the being that waited for this long long times, the Widar from the north (3),
will step near to such groups worldwide. We can feel it from a special natural attitude of listening,
waiting and receiving, which is with us and seems to bring old timesinto connection with the
futureforces of Michael.

Uriel and Skythianos and the saturnic ability of a “Historic Conscience” at St. Johns
A special gift of St. Johns and his Archangel Uriel is the saturnic ability of a “Historic Conscience”.
We can reach a state that seems connected also with the teaching of the saturnic Bodhisattva
Skythianos, who teaches that what goes from eternity to eternity, somekind of staying in eternity and
seeing through out surrounding landscapes into the long-living directions of the spirit. We can
uprighten our inner I am-spine and integrate a stronger historic responsibility – for our eternal being
and for the eternal aims of the earths evolution. Wideness and nearness to all around us in the same
time can carry us on.
May this years St. Johns not pass without our awareness for all the the newest macrocosmical giving through the work of that historic conscience of Uriel through the sky and the nature which is open for
us until up into the skydome-space behind the blue.

Shortform- Meditative Work with St-Johns-Time
Out of Steiners Soulcalendar and Lectures, and out of own experiences, here a way to meditate with
out St.Johns nature-surrounding (main time 10th June – 21. July):

1. In imaginative devotion to our physical surrounding beauty connecting with it!
2. In forebodingly feeling into the lively light and warmth of wideness and heights getting
inspirations!
3. Loosing ourself and let us feel from godly being!
4. In this state intuitively feeling our own familiarity with the godly cosmos!
5. In highest unity let the flames oft he worldword flame until down in the deepest grounds of our
soul!
6. Out of the reverberation gathering the gift of the Godsword and leading it into the grounds of
our soul!
7. Let ripen the so new found man-self out of Worlds-self in the soulgrounds!
8. Let the ripened godsword and new found self in our soul give us stronger our true self !
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The timespeech of St. Johns 2018
Looking back half a year meaningful views are in sight:
In the New-Years-Eve Night 2017- 18 we found a fazit of an outlook on 2018 which soke about
initiation-abbillitys against all attacks:
“Held in the huge surrounding from out of the own middle, we step through difficult times.
Like never before, man can gather central essences out of all experiences.
A new step and level of individual initiation possibilities appear in noble pictures.
With new ripeness man can go on confidently, more direct side by side with spiritual beings”

The eastertime spoke from a new directness of Christnearness:
„Now it’s possible to be reached while perceiving from Christ in more direct form
To stay in Christ and Michael- in raising the hands and in compassionate gathering
To soften all freezing-processes in co-flowing out of Christs Moralic Ether as doing
To wake with and to feel with all kingdoms of nature and social life in giving peace”

So we can try to have a special awarenes on how Christ is working out of the earth-aura - and which
wind of future blows inbetween all in an unusual way … .

The signature in the world-happenings before St. Johns 2018:
Still stronger nationalism, narcism and lying rised again in the world, and the subtext behind calls for
brotherhood and truthful selfless care for a brotherhood among us and of mankind. Empathy and
flexibility grows too on the other side. It’s starting that we need top build apovalypse-abbillitys:
abbilitys to work out of the godly fountain to balasnce all craziness, constant obstacles and shocking
evil attacs.
Many responseable of big business and world politics live in a lie, not telling that there are no tools to
deal with the main worldproblems. And every therapeut knows that healing and new tools come to us
only if we had been honest and saw that we are ill and need help. Honesty is needed and meetings
where it can come up – and we need more imaginations and inspirations wherever and however
coming into the processes. Here everybody can help through intentions in such imaginative „thinking
it right“ and teaching the agngels to help by giving them clear pictures oft he evil mechanism and the
possible spiritual help.
And every communication on earth – among man or with beings, alone or in groups is a place to be
active in it!
To perceive – receive – and communicate and work in our spirit-association, out of that open gates of
St. Johns now, is possible!
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May this “Song” of Walt Whitman (1819 – 1892) help in our directing (– and in the enforcing of the
tue spirit of America too):
TO HIM THAT WAS CRUCIFIED.
MY spirit to yours dear brother,
Do not mind because many sounding your name
do not understand you,
I do not sound your name,
but I understand you,
I specify you with joy O my comrade to salute you,
and to salute those who are with you, before and since,
and those to come also,
That we all labor together transmitting the same charge and succession,
We few equals indifferent of lands, indifferent of times,
We, enclosers of all continents, all castes, allowers of all theologies,
Compassionaters, perceivers, rapport of men,
We walk silent among disputes and assertions,
but reject not the disputers nor any thing that is asserted,
We hear the bawling and din,
we are reach'd at by divisions, jealousies, recriminations on every side,
They close peremptorily upon us to surround us, my comrade,
Yet we walk unheld, free, the whole earth over,
journeying up and down
till we make our ineffaceable mark upon time and the diverse eras,
Till we saturate time and eras,
that the men and women of races, ages to come,
may prove brethren and lovers
as we are.

The cosmic speech at St. Johns 2018
We have again special constellation around this years St. Johns:
In the central St. Johns time we go up to the etheric-widening Full moon on Thur 28th June at 06. 53 in the
morning.
The big constellation in the 12 St. Johns days from 24th June to 6th July is the deep-proofing Sun-Saturn
opposition on Wed 27th at 15.00 – short before Fullmoon. Here speaks the historic conscience urgingly!!!
On 5th of July we will have the biggest help for clearing, Sun trine Jupiter at 13.00 o clock!
After this Vision and Transformation is graspable with the Sun trine Neptun on 8 th and the Sun opposition
Pluto on the 12th of July.

So – saying in in advice-form: let us find the time to „come out“ into processes of proving our newest
state „surrounding-consciousness“, brotherhood-coherence, relation-wideness – with our spirit-being-
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association in a circle of friends, – in a conference or tour with our workingplace, on an InspirationalWalk, in an public event … somewhere somewhen –taking the chance in this newest summer… .

Dirk Kruse
Notes:
(1): It is about the „Socialplastikgroup“, which has no name. It is meeting since 9 years in Germany two times a
year fort o observe and research on social forces, beings and counterplays.
(2): Otto Scharmer, Theory U, Berret-Koehler 2009

(3): See the fine bookwork of gathering anthroposophical texts about Widar (Steiner, Prokofieff, Gillen, von
Cappelen, Kimpfler a. m. more) made by Steffen Hartmann, Anton Kimpfler and Yearcircle-Friend Torben Maiwald
to this being of Widar: „AUS WIDARS WIRKEN“, Edition Widar, in german language via Post at: Steffen Hartmann,
Baumkamp 54, 22299 Hamburg or: Wege – Buchhandel und Verlag, Scheffelstraße 53, 79102 Freiburg.
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